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Beginning with seminal work by Collins et al. (2007), Keim and Oelke (2007), and Collins (2010), visualization methods developed within computer science have been introduced to work on a small but growing range of linguistic problems. These range, for example, from visualizing linguistic features across languages, e.g. vowel harmony (Mayer et al. 2010), syntactic trees (Culy et al. 2012), features from WALS according to their genealogy and geographical distribution (Mayer et al. 2014), pitch contours (Sacha et al. 2015, Asano et al. 2016), to discourse analysis (Gold et al. 2015a,b). The existing work has demonstrated that combining insights from Visual Analytics (Thomas and Cook 2005, Keim et al. 2010) with theoretical and computational linguistics offers the potential for ground-breaking new approaches with respect to understanding the complex, multifactorial and high dimensional data that typically underlies linguistic work.

The visualization approach taken at the University of Konstanz is primarily based on the close collaboration between domain experts from Visual Analytics (VA) and Linguistics. The effort is both iterative and collaborative, merging knowledge with data-driven modeling in order to provide the most optimal overview of and access to the data. This requires input from both domains: The linguist first has to select/generate a corpus suited for the analysis task. Then, relevant data dimensions are extracted and brought into a format which can be processed by the visualization (agreed upon with VA). Visual Analytics needs to establish design parameters that represent the data best (e.g. scatter plots, glyphs, histograms) and find statistical measures to uncover significant patterns. Those have to be tailored to the analysis task and the analyst’s need. Moreover, appropriate interaction techniques granting an exploratory access to the data have to be integrated.

In the talk, our focus lies on the discussion of a generalized design space for diachronic visualizations. This design space, we claim, is valid for diachronic visualizations in general and can be used as a guideline for further research in this area, specifically with respect to how the type of data and the research questions related to it determine the design of the visual analysis system. We will provide successful examples resulting from our collaboration with respect to the design decisions inherent in this framework, ranging from the visualization of semantic change in English newspaper data to the visualization of syntactic change in Icelandic, focusing in particular on a novel approach that efficiently identifies subspaces within a larger space of data dimensions when dealing with complex historical linguistic data. In the end, Linguistics arrives at a deeper understanding of language and Visual Analytics is faced with novel interesting challenges and driven to extend existing methods or develop new approaches to solve the novel tasks.
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